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Abstract. We propose a conceptual approach to defining interfaces to
databases which uses the features of a fully object oriented data language to
specify interface objects combined with database objects. This achieves a
uniform, natural way of describing databases and their interfaces. It is shown
how this language can be used in the role of data definition and, when
combined with interface classes, in the definition of database interfaces. A
prototype developed to test this approach is presented.

1 Introduction

The presentation and manipulation of information are central to interacting with
database systems. The efficacy of this interaction is determined by the interface to the
database and therefore the design and usability of such interfaces requires
investigation to ensure optimal facilitation.

The traditional approach to providing interfaces to databases is through a variety of
textual language interfaces, such as SQL [17] and DAPLEX [43]. However, as these
interfaces rely heavily on the user to retain knowledge of the structure of the database
together with the syntax of commands, they are difficult to use without being
accomplished in this style of interaction.

In an attempt to improve the interaction with databases, forms based interfaces were
developed. A few notable results have been found on providing graphical interfaces
to relational databases, covering specific applications, HIBROWSE [20], Office-By-
Example [49][56], FORMANAGER [53] and general applications, Query-By-
Example [55], TIMBER [46], GUIDE [52], Santucci and Palmisano’s Visualiser
[42].

Graphical interfaces that support complex models of information have flourished in
recent years, with the application visualisation system (AVS) [48], and application
visualisation environment (AVE) [19], for dataflow visualisation. Surveys on



complex graphical interfaces provided by Pickover [37], and Wolfe et al [51] provide
insights into their potential.

With the development of object oriented databases systems, the variety and
complexity of information modelled has increased. Two dimensional graphical
interfaces to object oriented databases have been developed for specific applications,
e.g. in EcoSystem [5] and the Banksia geographical information system [54], as well
as general applications, such as schema designers and browsers, e.g. Almarode’s
Schema Designer [1], the O2 browser [18], the CLOSQL interface [32], and Kirby
and Dearle’s Napier88 browser [28].

Recently, software and hardware technology has improved to the point where the
practical use of applications with interactive three dimensional graphics is a viable
prospect [41]. With this enabling technology and the promise of improved
interaction, 3D interfaces to databases are beginning to emerge, e.g. WINONA
[38][39], AMAZE [12][13], PIT [9], Bead [14], GRADE-3D [45], and LyberWorld
[24].

Many languages exist for the specification of graphical interfaces, from interface
programming languages, OWL [35], OSF/Motif [34], and graphics languages GKS
[2], PHIGS [3], to state-transition notations, such as the Storrs-Windsor notation
[50], which are surveyed by Green [22]. Higher level abstractions are found in
languages for user-interface management systems (UIMS), such as, COUSIN [23]
and MIKE [33] based on interaction sequence specification, and HIGGINS [25] and
the UIDE [21], which are based on data models. However these languages are
designed purely for interface design independent of database interface requirements.

An interface is a rather elusive entity. One interface style may be preferable to
another rather different one depending on the particular user’s requirements.
Considerable effort has been directed towards the customisation of interfaces to
databases, eg. EVE [36], CDMS [15], Dbface [26][27], and NIOME [30]. Attention
to this concern has been realised in the method of integration between data and
interface languages, i.e. by the close coupling, but ultimate separation of data and
interface objects. This permits the replacement of one set of interface objects for
another to support alternative interfaces to the same data.

Given this accumulation of many diverse interfaces to databases there is an
identifiable need for a concise language for database interface description. The
language would expect to achieve the same degree of specification which exists for
the description of data, in that interface objects may be defined with various
properties and behaviour. For this reason the authors believe that an interface to a
database should be specified in part of the database’s schema definition and must be
able to specify any level of interface or data visualisation sophistication.



This broadly applicable approach enables the definition of database interfaces from
simple command line textual interfaces to 3D interfaces. However, our work is
currently focusing on investigating the potential of 3D interfaces to databases [39].
The work presented in this paper describes a prototype 3D interface to an object
oriented database in which both the interface and the database is described using
NOODL [7], a simple data language intended to allow object oriented modelling of
data at a conceptual level.

The following section introduces NOODL by showing an example schema definition.
Section 3 continues this example with the introduction of interface classes for the
combined definition of a database and its interface. Section 4 presents the prototype
interface and how the language description may be mapped to an implementation.
Finally, conclusions and further work are discussed.

2 NOODL as a Data Language

The Napier Object Oriented Data Language (NOODL) is a simple language which
allows object oriented modelling of data at a conceptual level; it is introduced in [4],
described fully in [7] and most recently in [8] in its role as a query language. A
NOODL schema contains a list of class definitions, which show the name and
ancestors of each class. A class definition also includes a set of properties,
operations, constraints and triggers. Some of the details of this language are
exemplified in a NOODL schema describing a company database which holds
information about the departments in which employees are located (figure 1).

Departments and people have names and each employee has a job title; all of these
are represented by text strings. A person’s age is represented by a number. Every
department has a set of employees and every employee is associated with a
department. This is represented by the pair of obverted properties, employees and
department. A department can perform a query through its list_mature_employees
operation to return the set of all employees associated with that department, who are
older than 25. An employee may be transferred to any department, achieved by
simply changing the value of their department property through its transfer
operation. The fact that this is an obverted property implies this change will also
result in removing the employee from the current department’s employee set and
adding them to the new department’s employee set. The person’s age constraint
(PAC) defines the permitted limits for a valid age. This constraint is overridden in
the employee class, in order to disallow employees with an age of less than 18. An
employee may retire through object migration to person status. This happens
automatically once they reach the age of 65, through the use of the retiral trigger.
Employees may be promoted to managers and managers may be demoted to
employees through their promote and demote operations, respectively. Triggers and
constraints are detailed in [6].



schema Company

class Department
properties

name : Text ;;
employees : # Employee \ department

operation
list_mature_employees : # Employee is

Employee where self.employees.age>25

class Person
properties

name : Text ;;
age : Number

constraint
PAC is 0<self.age and self.age<120

class Employee
ISA Person
properties

job_title : Text ;;
department : Department \ employees

operation
transfer Department d is self.department(d) ;;
retire is self.goto(Person) ;;
promote is self.goto(Manager)

constraint
override PAC is 18<self.age

trigger
retiral is self.age>65 :: self.retire

class Manager
ISA Employee
operation

demote is self.goto(Employee)

end_schema { Company }

Fig. 1. A company schema definition

3 NOODL as a Database Interface Language

In order to provide an interface for the data described in figure 1 it is necessary to
describe how the data should be visually represented in the interface. The authors
believe that a set of objects in an interface should be described conceptually in a
similar manner to the objects contained in a database, therefore NOODL has been
adopted as a possible language with which to describe the database interface.

An interface object contains only those features pertaining to the behaviour and
visual representation of the database object in the interface. Using NOODL, an
interface object can be represented by a set of properties describing its visual



appearance, a set of operations describing its interaction with the user and other
objects, a set of constraints describing how an object’s behaviour or properties may
be constrained in the visualisation and a set of triggers which respond to ‘events’ in
the interface. Therefore, any interface should be able to be described by a NOODL
schema thereby allowing the interface objects to be stored in the database along with
the database objects. This provides a unified model of the data and interface (figure
2). This model states that each database object with a set of data related features has
an associated interface object with a set of interface related features.

Fig. 2. Unifying Model of Data/Interface Objects

In using NOODL to describe data objects the properties and operations of the object
are entirely free and dependent only on the semantics of the equivalent real world
object being modelled. However, when defining interface objects there exists a ‘well
defined set’ of interface properties and operations which may be used to describe
interface objects, the subset used determining the sophistication of the visualisation.
The values for these properties define the representation of the objects in the
interface. The properties used in the prototype described here include:

• The shape of an object as it appears in the interface. This may be a 2/3D object, a
dialog form, or simply refer to a textual description.

• The position of the object in 2/3D space (which may be translated).

• The size of the object (which may be scaled).

• The orientation of the object relative to interface space (which may be rotated).

• The colour of the object.

• The extent of the object which defines the bounding volume of the object in the
interface.



This by no means defines the full range of interface properties which may be of use
in a conceptual description, e.g. ambient, diffuse and specular coefficients, texture
and properties of animated objects, such as, path, spin speed and velocity.

The properties of interface objects may be defined as part of the schema (see
Appendix for example definition of  position, shape, size, orientation and colour
used in the prototype) or may be pre-defined in the language.

Interface object operations are those which either manipulate the interface object in
some way or describe interface actions performed by the user to which the object will
respond. Interface object manipulation operations are defined in the same way as
data object operations, except that they manipulate some aspect of the interface. An
interface action is described as a sequence of primitive interface actions. The actions
in this example are move and select (see Appendix for definitions of these). To
describe that a promotion operation requires the user to select an object (a mouse-
click in a WIMP interface) the following might be written,

promote is self.select

An initial set of primitive actions identified are select, pick_up, drop, move, turn,
time_click. With drop, move, turn, and time_click interface actions a value is
associated. For example, if an object is moved to a position this may be described by,

self.move.position

Constraints on interface objects are merely the same as constraints on data objects,
but are particular to interface object properties as opposed to data object properties.
Examples of these have been shown in the definition of Colour and Position
(Appendix).

In common with interface object operations and constraints, triggers may pertain to
the values of interface object properties. In addition, triggers are used to respond to
interface actions described in the operations section. For example, if the user
performs a promote action on an employee, i.e. selecting it, the corresponding data
operation may be triggered with the following,

PET is self.promote :: self.data.promote

This method of representing interface actions is similar to the approach used in
many user interface programming languages [35], i.e. the event is declared for the
operating system’s event handler as an undefined operation which is defined in an
event response operation. The code which states how an event will be recognised is
hidden. This allows the designer to specify exactly what sequence of interface actions
are required to perform an operation at an abstract level. This exemplifies the
integration of data language and interface language. Once the concept of a trigger is



understood the modeller has knowledge to apply this to both responding to integrity
violations in the data as well as responding to interface actions.

An Example Company Database Interface

This example (figure 3) defines a 3D interface with direct representations of
departments and employees.

The data classes have been omitted for brevity, but are identical to those in figure 1
with the exception that each data class has an obverted property, interface, which
couples a data object to its interface object. The obverted pair of interface and data is
the first property in each interface class.

When referencing a data object’s properties from its interface object via the data
property, this data property may be omitted, i.e.

self.data.department.interface.extent

can be expressed in short-hand as,

self.department.extent

As every interface object has a data object and vice-versa, their associated properties
may be referenced directly.

Departments are represented by a department shape positioned on the ‘ground’ in the
interface and is constant for all departments. The colour and size are not specified
thereby allowing different departments to take on different appearances in the
interface. The move department trigger (MDT) states that when a department object
is moved then the employees belonging to that department are triggered to move to a
new relative position inside the extent of the department’s new position.

Persons do not have a representation in the interface as we are only interested in
employees. Employees are represented by blue human shapes with a vertical
orientation. Therefore all employees look the same in this interface only their
position may vary. The in department constraint (IDC) specifies the position of the
employee inside the spatial extent of a department. The promote employee trigger
(PET) states that on execution of the promote operation in the interface object the
promote operation of the data object is triggered. Similarly the transfer employee
trigger (TET) triggers the equivalent data operation, passing a parameter defining
the new department to which the employee has been transferred. Manager objects are
specialised kinds of employees shown by the ISA reserved word. This demonstrates
that interface objects may be inherited and that their properties, operations, etc. may
be overridden. For example, the manager’s inherited colour property is overridden
from blue to white.



schema Company

{ Data Classes }
...
{ Interface Classes }

class Department_Interface
properties

data : Department \ interface ;;
shape : Shape is “department” ;; { constant }
position : Position is “on ground” ;; { constant }
size : Size ;;
colour : Colour

trigger
MDT is not self.extent.holds(self.employees.position)::

self.employees.position.put_inside(self.extent)

class Person_Interface
property

data : Person \ interface

class Employee_Interface
ISA Person_Interface
properties

data : Employee \ interface ;;
shape : Shape is “human” ;; { constant }
position : Position ;;
orientation : Orientation is “vertical” ;; { constant }
colour : Colour is “blue” { constant }

operations
promote is self.select ;;
transfer is not self.move.position.is_inside

(self.department.extent)
constraint

IDC is
self.position.is_inside(Department_Interface.extent)

trigger
PET is self.promote :: self.data.promote ;;
TET is self.transfer :: self.data.transfer

(Department where its.extent.holds(self.position))

class Manager_Interface
ISA Employee_Interface
properties

data : Manager \ interface ;;
override colour : Colour is “white” { constant }

operation
demote is self.select

trigger
DMT is self.demote :: self.data.demote

end_schema { Company }

Fig. 3. A combined company database interface definition



 Fig. 4. Prototype company database interface

4 Prototype Interface

A prototype has been developed to test and evaluate the use of NOODL as a database
interface language. It has been implemented on a PC-platform under Microsoft
Windows in C++ [47], using the Borland’s ObjectWindows Library [11] [35] and the
RenderWare [40] graphics dynamic link library for the 3D representation of interface
objects. A NOODL data model layer (similar to ObjectStore’s Meta Object Protocol
[29]) implemented with the POET [10] persistent C++ extension provides a means of
dynamically creating persistent database interface schemata together with their data.

The prototype system allows the user to specify NOODL schemata for database
interfaces interactively and automatically generates the resulting 3D representation
from instances created by the user. Currently, this implementation supports only the
structural aspects of NOODL. Therefore, for both data and interface schemata only
the properties and inheritance semantics can be realised in the prototype without
behavioural aspects, such as operations, constraints and triggers. There are two
modes of operation in the system, designer mode which allows the user to



manipulate the database interface schema and instances and interface mode which
simulates the specified database interface.

Figure 4 shows a display from the prototype for the schema described. The display
shows several windows each depicting a different viewpoint of the interface. The
main window shows all the departments in the database with their associated
employees, the medium sized window shows a close up of one department while the
smallest windows show close-ups of some employees. Any number of windows of
different database interfaces are permitted and the user is free to navigate anywhere
in the 3D space. The representation for the employees and departments in figure 4
are purposely simple; however a more sophisticated visualisation of the interface to
the Company database is possible.

Figure 5 displays an interface where the employees and departments can be
represented by more sophisticated shapes. Selecting an object in designer mode
shows its instance details. The dialog box in the top right of the display shows an
Employee data instance and provides access to its properties and associated interface
instance through the middle-right dialog box. The dialog box on the bottom right of
the display shows a preview facility in which the shapes available for assigning to
objects may be viewed.

Fig. 5. Alternative company database interface



The performance of this software for interacting with large scale complex collections
of data is determined by the efficiency of both hardware and software architectures
supporting graphical and database system components. With a high-specification
system sophisticated interfaces (such as figure 5) may be used whilst maintaining a
practical level of interactivity.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a unified model for the conceptual design of databases and their
interfaces. In considering a language suitable for the description of interfaces to
databases, we chose to investigate the use of NOODL. The authors believe that the
following benefits have been gained from such an approach:-

• An integrated data and interface language provides a much tighter coupling
between the data and interface components of a database system. This facilitates
the construction of direct manipulation interfaces [44] as shown in the prototype
presented.

• Cooper [16], states that the provision of interfaces requires considerable ‘intricate
low-level programming’ e.g. event handling, drawing graphical primitives,
managing interface component identifiers, etc.. We have presented a language
which allows the conceptual design of interfaces in abstract terms.

• NOODL provides a fully object oriented data model. Features such as,
polymorphism, extensibility, complex objects and behaviour which have been
used to great effect in existing interface programming languages [35], have been
shown to be equally effective in a  conceptual interface language.

• The provision of a unified model and language results in the necessity to learn
only one language for both database and interface description.

• The impedance mismatch existing between data languages and interface
languages observed by Paton [36] has been eliminated through the use of a
common language for both.

• Given any particular graphical interface to a database, a database system must be
able to regenerate the visual layout of the interface. As NOODL is a language for
describing database contents, this implies that if it is used to describe an
interface, then this interface information may be stored in the database. Storage
of the interface’s description in the database facilitates this regeneration.

6 Further Work

Further work to be undertaken includes the development of both NOODL as a
language for the specification of database interface descriptions and further



experimentation of  the interface styles for databases using the prototype software
already developed. In addition the prototype will be enhanced to support the
behaviour of operations, constraints and triggers on the data. The architecture which
fully supports the genericity and configurability of this prototype requires further
development for these enhancements.

The presentation of NOODL as an interface description language shows how we
suggest the language be used. It does not show exactly how certain conceptual
interface features map to their implementation. There are several ways in which this
may be done and although we have mapped our example to an implementation we
intend to investigate alternative mechanisms before committing to a particular
specification.

As NOODL is a general purpose conceptual modelling language we feel that there is
enormous potential for the variety of features that may be described in an interface
using this language. We plan to investigate the full power of NOODL is this way and
evaluate NOODL as an interface description language in comparison to existing
purpose-built user interface languages.

In providing an interface to a database it is possible to view the database in many
different ways. Possible interfaces to databases include ones based on a schema
visualisation, a schema visualisation combined with some instance representation or
a representation of all the instances in the databases. In addition to this, different
users of the same database may have differing preferences for how they wish to
visualise and interact with the data. Therefore, besides developing a more
sophisticated or realistic example interface using the prototype, it is planned to
experiment with interfaces based on these different views of a database and the
ability to switch between them.

It is important that in providing an interface to a database for end-users that the
layout of the objects in the interface be ‘meaningful’. We plan to investigate the
possibility of defining layouts of interfaces and the automatic generation of the
layouts from its definition. This investigation includes the generation of
visualisations for the results and construction of database queries.

Addressing these issues requires an inter-disciplinary approach. The results of
research on both databases and human-computer interaction require integration in a
framework to promote organised mutual exploitation. In satisfying this need a
conceptual framework for user-interfaces to databases has been developed [31].
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Appendix

Interface Class Definition

class Interface_Class
properties

shape : Shape ;;
position : Position ;;
size : Size ;;
orientation : Orientation ;;
colour : Colour ;;
extent : Extent

operations
move : Move ;;
select : Select

The above class definition shows the initial set of interface properties and operations
considered. These are available to all interface classes in a NOODL database
interface description. A brief description of each is given below.

Interface Class Properties and Operations

•• Shape - class Shape
property

name : Text ;;

The shape of an object as it appears in the interface. A simple text string is used to
refer to a shape. Alternatives include 2/3D objects, dialog forms, or simple textual
descriptions. In the case of a dialog forms interface the Shape representation may
include properties itself referring to fields in the form, e.g. shape.field.name=“Fred”.

• Position - class Vector_3d
properties

x : Real ;; y : Real ;; z : Real

class Position
ISA Vector_3d
operations

translate Real x, Real y, Real z ;;
is_inside Extent e : Boolean ;;
put_inside Extent e

constraint
PLC is -1.0 >= self.x >= 1.0 and

 -1.0 >= self.y >= 1.0 and
 -1.0 >= self.z >= 1.0

This represents the position of the object relative to the interface space. This
definition is for a position in a 3D Cartesian coordinate interface space with real
numbers holding the x, y and z coordinates. Positions in other interface spaces follow



a similar definition. The position limit constraint (PLC) defines the bounds of
coordinate values permitted. Is_inside tests whether or not the position is within the
bounds of an extent and Put_inside sets the position to a point within an extent.

• Size - class Size
properties

width : Real ;; height : Real ;; depth : Real
operation

scale Real w, Real h, Real d

The size of the object relative to interface space. Again for the purposes of our
example, this is particular to a 3D interface space. The size of the object made be
scaled through its scale operation.

• Orientation -class Orientation
ISA Vector_3d
operations

rotate Real d ;;
rotate Real x, Real y, Real z, Real d

The orientation of the object relative to interface space. The object may be rotated
through d degrees, about either its own orientation or a specified axis of rotation.

• Colour - class Colour
properties

name : Text ;;
red : Real ;; green : Real ;; blue : Real

constraint
CLC is 0.0 >= self.red >= 1.0 and

 0.0 >= self.green >= 1.0 and
 0.0 >= self.blue >= 1.0

The colour of the object specified by red, green, blue intensity components. As with
position vectors, a set of constraints defines the limits for these values. This may be
specified by for example red, green, blue intensity components. or a textual colour
name, e.g. “dark blue”, or through an alternative colour model, e.g. the hue,
saturation, value (HSV) model. The choice of colour representation is entirely
dependent on the modeller’s preferred colour model.

• Extent - class Extent
properties

lower_back_left : Position ;;
upper_front_right : Position

operation
holds Position p : Boolean

The bounding box which completely encloses the object, consisting of properties to
define the lower back left and upper front right limits of the extent. Holds returns a
boolean value depending on whether or not a given position lies within the extent.



• Move - move : Move
class Move
properties

event : Boolean ;;
position : Position

This operation describes a response to the user moving the object in the interface.
The position property represents the point to which the interface object has been
moved. It is intended that a system interpreting this language is able to handle the
operating system’s events in order to recognise that the user has moved the object.

• Select - select : Select
class Select
property

event : Boolean

Select describes a response to the user selecting the object in the interface.


